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Abstract In our previous studies, a clear kinetic isotope

effect was observed when a pair of carbohydrate model

compounds, methyl b-D-glucopyranoside (MGPb) and a

deuterated MGPb labeled at the anomeric (methyl b-D-

(1-2H)glucopyranoside) or C-2 position (methyl b-D-

(2-2H)glucopyranoside), was reacted with active oxygen

species (AOS) generated by reactions between O2 and a

phenolic compound, 2,4,6-trimethylphenol (TMPh), under

oxygen delignification conditions. These results indicate

that the AOS abstract the anomeric and C-2 hydrogens

of MGPb. Contrarily, no clear kinetic isotope effects

were observed when AOS were generated by reactions

between O2 and another phenolic compound, 4-hydroxy-

3-methoxybenzyl alcohol (vanillyl alcohol, Valc), and

hence, the abstraction of the anomeric and C-2 hydrogens

by the AOS was not confirmed. In this study, a pair of

MGPb and the deuterated MGPb labeled at all the posi-

tions, (2H3)methyl b-D-(1,2,3,4,5,6,6-2H7)glucopyranoside,

was reacted with AOS generated from TMPh or Valc under

oxygen delignification conditions to further examine the

appearance of a kinetic isotope effect. A clear kinetic

isotope effect was observed when either of TMPh or Valc

was the origin of AOS, indicating that some AOS abstract

at least a hydrogen of MGPb in either case. The results are

further discussed focusing on the type of AOS generated

from TMPh and Valc.

Keywords Bleaching � Lignin � Oxidation �
Polysaccharide � Pulp

Introduction

It is still a serious problem that oxygen delignification is

accompanied by severe damage to carbohydrates. To

overcome this problem, it is necessary to develop a deeper

understanding of the fundamental chemistry of oxygen

delignification. It is known that the degradation of carbo-

hydrates in oxygen delignification is not caused by direct

attack of O2 but by active oxygen species (AOS), which are

mainly generated by reactions between O2 and phenolic

units in lignin [1–5].

We investigated as to which hydrogen of a carbohydrate

model compound, methyl b-D-glucopyranoside (MGPb,

Fig. 1), was preferentially abstracted by AOS under oxy-

gen delignification conditions [6–8]. A pair of carbohydrate

model compounds, MGPb and a deuterated MGPb labeled

at the anomeric position (methyl b-D-(1-2H)glucopyrano-

side, MGPb-1D, Fig. 1) or the C-2 position (methyl b-D-

(2-2H)glucopyranoside, MGPb-2D, Fig. 1), was treated

under oxygen delignification conditions in the presence of

a phenolic compound, 2,4,6-trimethylphenol (TMPh,

Fig. 1) or 4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzyl alcohol (vanillyl

alcohol, Valc, Fig. 1). The carbohydrate model compounds

were not degraded by O2 but AOS, and various types of

AOS were generated by reactions between O2 and TMPh or

Valc. When a pair of MGPb and MGPb-1D or MGPb-2D

was treated together with TMPh, the degradation of MGPb
was greater than that of MGPb-1D or MGPb-2D, and
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hence a kinetic isotope effect was clearly observed in each

case [6, 7]. On the other hand, the degradation of MGPb-

1D or MGPb-2D was not clearly different from that of

MGPb, when each of these pairs was treated together with

Valc [8]. When each of these pairs was also treated with

alkaline H2O2 without the presence of TMPh or Valc, the

degradation of MGPb-1D or MGPb-2D was not clearly

different from that of MGPb [6–8]. In this system, it was

assumed that only oxyl anion radical ( ), the conjugate

base of hydroxyl radical (HO�, pKa = 11.9), is the only

AOS that is reactive with MGPb. Thus, no clear kinetic

isotope effects were observed, when the origins of AOS

were Valc and H2O2. As a summary, the appearance of a

kinetic isotope effect in our previous studies [6–8] is listed

in Table 1. These results clearly indicate that the anomeric

and C-2 hydrogens of MGPb are abstracted by some AOS

particular to those generated only from TMPh. The results

can also apparently imply that all the AOS generated

from Valc including do not frequently abstract the ano-

meric and C-2 hydrogens of MGPb.

It may be plausible that no clear kinetic isotope effect

will be observed between the degradations of MGPb and a

deuterated MGPb labeled at another position, C-3, -4, -5, -6,

or the aglycon when AOS are generated from Valc or

H2O2. Because in this case the results obtained in using

each of these deuterated MGPb may not be sufficient to

discuss the reactivity of AOS in spite of the difficult

preparations of these deuterated MGPb compounds, the

deuterated MGPb labeled at all the positions, (2H3)methyl

b-D-(1,2,3,4,5,6,6-2H7)glucopyranoside (MGPb-allD, Fig. 1)

should be suitable for a compound in the next step. In this

study, a pair of MGPb and MGPb-allD was treated toge-

ther with TMPh or Valc under oxygen delignification

conditions, and the difference in the degradations between

MGPb and MGPb-allD was examined to discuss the

appearance of a kinetic isotope effect observed in this and

our preceding studies [6–8]. The pair was also treated with

alkaline H2O2 without the presence of TMPh or Valc to

restrict AOS that are reactive with MGPb and MGPb-allD

only as .

Materials and methods

Materials

MGPb and TMPh were purchased from Tokyo Chemical

Industry Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), and recrystallized from a

mixture of EtOH/n-C6H14 and n-C6H14, respectively. Valc

was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries,

Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), and recrystallized from a mixture

of EtOH/n-C6H14. MGPb-allD was synthesized from

D-(1,2,3,4,5,6,6-2H7)glucose (Taiyo Nippon Sanso, Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). It was dissolved in methanol con-

taining H2SO4 at room temperature for 5 days, and MGPb-

allD produced was separated from the corresponding

a-anomer using preparative thin layer chromatography

after converting them to the perbenzoylated derivatives.

When the method of Koenigs and Knorr [9], which is the

most common for the synthesis of MGPb, was prelimi-

narily applied, both MGPb-allD and the corresponding

a-anomer formed, so that the above-described method was

used. Semiconductor grades (99.99? %) of NaOH, FeCl3
and CD3OD (Sigma-Aldrich Japan K. K., Tokyo, Japan)

were used without further purification. A H2O2 solution

(30 %) containing no stabilizer and all the other chemicals

were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.,

and used without further purification. Ultra-high-purity

water produced by reverse osmosis filtration (Puric-Z,

Organo Co., Tokyo, Japan) was used in all the experiments.

No signal was observed in the 1H-NMR (JNM-A500,

500 MHz, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) spectrum of MGPb-

allD, when D2O was used as the solvent. The 13C-NMR

(JNM-A500, 500 MHz, JEOL Ltd.) spectrum of MGPb
(solvent: D2O) is shown in Fig. 2(a): d 57.7 (–OCH3), 61.3

(C6), 70.1 (C4), 73.5 (C2), 76.2–76.4 (C3 and C5), 103.7

(anomeric). The 13C-NMR spectrum of MGPb-allD (sol-

vent: D2O) is shown in Fig. 2(b): d 56.7–57.4 (–OCD3),

60.2–60.9 (C6), 69.3–70.0 (C4), 72.8–73.5 (C2), 75.4–76.5

(C3 and C5), 102.9–103.6 (anomeric).

Oxygen-alkali treatment

The reaction solution (300 ml) contained NaOH (0.5 mol/l),

FeCl3 (0.36 mmol/l), the phenolic compound, TMPh or Valc

(0 or 9.0 mmol/l), and a pair of the carbohydrate model

compounds, MGPb and MGPb-allD (4.0 mmol/l each). The

solution was transferred into a Teflon-coated stainless steel

vessel (Taiatsu Techno� Co., Tokyo, Japan), and O2 was

pressurized to 1.1 MPa. The vessel was heated to 95 �C for

10 min, which was maintained for 360 min with stirring.

Reaction time was defined as 0 when the temperature

reached 95 �C. At prescribed times, a portion of the solu-

tion was withdrawn for the quantification of the model

compounds.
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Fig. 1 Chemical structure of the compounds used and referred to in

this study
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Alkaline hydrogen peroxide treatment

The reaction solution (29.8 ml) contained NaOH, FeCl3,

MGPb, and MGPb-allD. The solution was transferred into

a Teflon vessel (50 ml) and heated to 95 �C in a bath of a

saturated NaCl solution. A H2O2 solution (30 %, 0.2 ml)

was added to the vessel, and the reaction time at this

moment was defined as 0. The concentrations of all the

additives were the same as those in the aforementioned

oxygen-alkali treatment after the addition of the H2O2

solution. The initial concentration of H2O2 was 58.8 mmol/l.

At prescribed times, a portion of the reaction solution was

withdrawn for the quantification of the model compounds,

and reacted with NaBH4 at room temperature for 30 min to

quench any possibly remaining H2O2.

Quantification of residual model compounds

For the quantification of the model compounds, all the

work-up and analytical procedures were exactly the same

as those described in our previous reports [6–8].

In the GC analysis of MGPb and MGPb-allD, these

compounds showed two distinct peaks, although a common

non-polar capillary column was used. This phenomenon

was different from those observed in the analyses of

MGPb, MGPb-1D, and MGPb-2D, where GC/MS was also

used for the quantification [6–8].

Results and discussion

The novel features of the reaction system employed in this

study and the grounds to apply deuterated MGPb com-

pounds were introduced in our previous reports [6–8].

The carbohydrate model compounds used in this study,

MGPb and MGPb-allD, were quite stable in the oxygen-

alkali treatment without the addition of TMPh or Valc,

which indicates that these compounds are not degraded by

alkaline-induced reactions and the attack of O2. Therefore,

the degradation of these compounds observed in the oxy-

gen-alkali treatment of this study is caused by the attack of

AOS generated by reactions between O2 and the phenolic

compound, TMPh or Valc. The degradation observed in the

alkaline H2O2 treatment of this study is caused by the

attack of produced by the decomposition of H2O2.

Various types of AOS are generated by reactions

between O2 and TMPh and between O2 and Valc. It should

be noted that is one of the AOS generated commonly

from both TMPh and Valc under the conditions employed

and not only but also many other AOS are generated

from TMPh and Valc.

In this and preceding studies, the carbohydrate model

compounds are supposed to be degraded by the attack of

AOS on the hydrogens of C–H bonds. Numerous previous

studies on the fundamental chemistry of oxygen delignifi-

cation support this assumption [1–21], although it cannot

completely be ruled out that AOS primarily abstract the

hydrogens of O–H bonds. Since it is currently impossible

to examine this reaction mode, this mode is excluded from

discussion in this and preceding papers.

Appearance of a kinetic isotope effect

when the origin of AOS is Valc or H2O2

As described in the ‘‘Introduction’’, the failure to observe a

clear kinetic isotope effect in the reactions using Valc and

H2O2 as the origins of AOS (Table 1) can apparently imply

that all the AOS generated from Valc do not frequently

abstract the anomeric and C-2 hydrogens of MGPb and that

(a)

(b)

-OCH3

C6C4C2C3&C5anomeric

-OCD3

C6C4C2C3&C5anomeric

5060708090100110

(ppm)

Fig. 2 13C-NMR spectra of: a MGPb, b MGPb-allD

Table 1 List of the appearance of a kinetic isotope effect examined

in our previous studies [4–6]

Carbohydrate model

compounds

AOS

origin

Appearance of kinetic

isotope effect

MGPb and MGPb-1D TMPh Clear

MGPb and MGPb-1D Valc Not clear

MGPb and MGPb-1D H2O2 Not clear

MGPb and MGPb-2D TMPh Clear

MGPb and MGPb-2D Valc Not clear

MGPb and MGPb-2D H2O2 Not clear

Each pair of the carbohydrate model compounds was subjected to the

oxygen-alkali treatment together with TMPh or Valc as the origin of

AOS, and to the alkaline H2O2 treatment where can be the only

AOS
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some AOS including abstract the other hydrogens. To

further examine the reactivity of AOS toward hydrogens of

MGPb and discuss the appearance of a kinetic isotope

effect, a pair of MGPb and MGPb-allD was treated toge-

ther with Valc under oxygen delignification conditions.

The pair was also subjected to the alkaline H2O2 treatment.

Figure 3 shows the degradation of MGPb and

MGPb-allD in two trials of the oxygen-alkali treatment

using Valc as the origin of AOS. The experiments could be

conducted only twice owing to the limited amount of

D-(1,2,3,4,5,6,6-2H7)glucose available and the moderate

yield of MGPb-allD in the synthesis. Although the repro-

ducibility of two trials was not very high, the most

important result is that all the yields of MGPb-allD were

always higher than those of MGPb at all the reaction times

when these compounds were quantified.

The degradation of Valc was relatively fast and Valc

disappeared from the reaction system at a reaction time of

about 60 min (data not shown). The degradation of the

carbohydrate model compounds was fast in the period

when Valc still existed in the reaction system, and became

moderate after the disappearance of Valc.

It is rational to assume that is the only AOS that

degrades the carbohydrate model compounds in the alka-

line H2O2 treatment of this study, which was described in

our previous reports [6, 7]. Figure 4 shows the degradation

of MGPb and MGPb-allD in the alkaline H2O2 treatment.

The experiments could be conducted only once owing to

the limited amount of D-(1,2,3,4,5,6,6-2H7)glucose avail-

able and the moderate yield of MGPb-allD in the synthesis.

Although the yields of the compounds were not very stable

after a reaction time of after 5 min, the most important

result is that all the yields of MGPb-allD were always

higher than those of MGPb at all the reaction times when

these compounds were quantified.

The decomposition of H2O2 was significantly fast, and it

disappeared from the reaction system at a reaction time of

less than 5 min (data not shown). Therefore, the degrada-

tion of the carbohydrate model compounds occurred only

in the initial phase.

As described above, the degradation of MGPb was

greater than that of MGPb-allD during the whole reaction

period in both the oxygen-alkali and alkaline H2O2 treat-

ments, and hence, kinetic isotope effects were clearly

observed in both cases. These results confirmed that some

AOS generated from Valc including abstract at least a

hydrogen of MGPb. The results obtained in this and our

previous studies [6–8] can apparently imply that no AOS

generated from Valc frequently abstract the anomeric and

C-2 hydrogens of MGPb and some AOS abstract at least a

hydrogen at the positions other than the anomeric and C-2.

This implication is based on the assumption that a kinetic

isotope effect is clearly observed whenever an AOS

abstracts a target hydrogen. If this is not the case, however,

the obtained results can show that any hydrogen of MGPb
is abstracted by an AOS generated from Valc including

without showing a clear kinetic isotope effect but kinetic

isotope effect becomes observable accompanying the

increase of the number of labeled deuteriums owing to

the more frequent abstraction of deuterium by AOS. The

dependence of the appearance of a kinetic isotope effect on

the number of labeled deuteriums should be common,

because opportunity for abstracting deuterium is much

more frequent in the reaction of AOS with MGPb-allD,

which possesses ten deuteriums, than in the reaction

of AOS with MGPb-1D or MGPb-2D, each of which

possesses only one deuterium. If the above-described

assumption on the observation of kinetic isotope effect is

not either valid, it may also be possible that some AOS
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Fig. 3 Degradation of MGPb and MGPb-allD in the oxygen-alkali

treatment using Valc as the origin of AOS. a: 1st trial, b: 2nd trial.
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abstract the anomeric and C-2 hydrogens without showing

clear kinetic isotope effects and contrarily kinetic isotope

effects are observed when these AOS abstract the other

hydrogens.

To further consider the above-described possibilities, it

is necessary to examine whether or not a clear kinetic

isotope effect is observed when a pair of carbohydrate

model compounds, MGPb and MGPb-3D, MGPb and

MGPb-4D, MGPb and MGPb-5D, MGPb and MGPb-6D,

or MGPb and MGPb-OMeD3, is treated together with Valc

under oxygen delignification conditions and with the

alkaline H2O2.

Appearance of a kinetic isotope effect

when the origin of AOS is TMPh

Figure 5 shows the degradation of MGPb and MGPb-allD

in two trials of the oxygen-alkali treatment using TMPh as

the origin of AOS. The degradation of TMPh was relatively

fast and it disappeared from the reaction system at a

reaction time of about 45 min (data not shown).

As described in the ‘‘Introduction’’, it was confirmed in

our previous studies [6, 7] that the anomeric and C-2

hydrogens of MGPb are abstracted by some AOS particular

to those generated only from TMPh. In this study, the

degradation of MGPb was greater than that of MGPb-allD

during the whole reaction period in both trials, and hence, a

kinetic isotope effect was clearly observed (Fig. 5). How-

ever, the difference in the degradations between MGPb and

MGPb-allD was similar to those between MGPb and

MGPb-1D and between MGPb and MGPb-2D observed in

the reaction using TMPh as the origin of AOS in our

previous studies [6, 7]. These results on AOS generated

from TMPh seem to suggest that the AOS do not frequently

abstract hydrogens at positions other than the anomeric and

C-2. The comprehensive results obtained in this and our

preceding studies [6–8] can apparently imply that AOS

generated from TMPh preferentially abstract the anomeric

and C-2 hydrogens and contrarily AOS produced from

Valc including do not frequently abstract these two

hydrogens but hydrogens other than these two, although

many kinds of AOS should be produced commonly from

both TMPh and Valc. This implication is based on two

assumptions: any deuterium abstraction is accompanied by

observing a kinetic isotope effect. Kinetic isotope effect

becomes more observable with increasing the number of

labeled deuterium owing to the more frequent attack of

AOS on deuterium. Because the above-described implica-

tion does not seem to be plausible, these two assumptions

may not be valid.

To further consider these assumptions and discuss the

reactivity of AOS in the TMPh system, it is necessary to

examine whether or not a clear kinetic isotope effect is

observed when a pair of carbohydrate model compounds,

MGPb and MGPb-3D, MGPb and MGPb-4D, MGPb and

MGPb-5D, MGPb and MGPb-6D, or MGPb and MGPb-

OMeD3, is treated together with TMPh under oxygen

delignification conditions.

Possible considerations on the type of AOS

In this and our preceding studies [6–8], at least some AOS

particular to those originating only from TMPh are con-

firmed to abstract the anomeric and C-2 hydrogens of

MGPb, although various types of AOS are generated

commonly from both TMPh and Valc. In the reaction

system using TMPh as the origin of AOS, some AOS

should structurally be similar to TMPh itself and the carbon

skeleton of TMPh remains as its substructure. These AOS

are possible candidates for those which are generated only

in the reaction system using TMPh as the origin of AOS.

The following text discusses what species can be proposed

as these AOS.

A possible reaction scheme of a phenolic compound in

the oxygen-alkali treatment is shown in Fig. 6. The one

electron oxidation of TMPh or Valc by O2 affords and

the corresponding phenoxyl radical (I). The combination of

and (I) affords the peroxide (II). The ring cleavage

reaction of (II) affords the relatively stable primary

degradation product (III). The reductive cleavage of the

peroxide bond in (II) by Fe2? produces the important

AOS, oxyl anion radical . The reductive cleavage can

also produce one of the AOS, the alkoxyl radical (IV).
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The reductive cleavage is also promoted by instead of

Fe2?. Fe2? can be produced by reduction of Fe3? by a

reducing agent, such as . The alkoxyl radical (IV)

structurally consists of the carbon skeleton of the original

phenolic compound, TMPh or Valc. The combination of

the phenoxyl radical (I) and O2 can afford the peroxyl

radical (V), which also structurally consists of the carbon

skeleton of TMPh or Valc. The peroxyl radical (V) may be

produced from the peroxide (II) by an oxidation, such as

the oxidation by Fe3?. Thus, the alkoxyl (IV) and peroxyl

(V) radicals originating from TMPh are possible candidates

for the AOS that are not generated from Valc but only from

TMPh and show clear kinetic isotope effects in the reac-

tions with MGPb and MGPb-1D or with MGPb and

MGPb-2D. It may not be plausible, however, that the

reactivity of these radicals originating from TMPh is quite

different from those generated from Valc. It should be

pointed out that it has been discussed whether or not

phenoxyl radicals (I) combine with O2 under oxygen del-

ignification conditions. It was suggested in several previous

reports that the combination reaction is unfavorable

[14, 16–18, 21]. Because only model compounds consist-

ing of a methoxyl-substituted aromatic ring were used in

these previous reports, the combination reaction might be

possible for the phenoxyl radical (I) originating from

TMPh. If this is the case, the peroxyl radical (V) originat-

ing from TMPh is the most plausible candidate for the AOS

that is produced only in the reaction system using TMPh as

the origin of AOS and abstracts the anomeric and C2

hydrogens of MGPb with showing clear kinetic isotope

effects. On the other hand, the peroxyl radical (V) may not

be generated from Valc on the basis of the suggestion of

the previous reports [14, 16–18, 21].

The magnitude of the appearance of a kinetic isotope

effect can become a rough measure of the position of the

transition state along the reaction coordinate [22]. When

bond breaking is more or less than half complete at the

transition state, the isotope effect is smaller and can dis-

appear if the transition state is very reactant-like or very

product-like [23]. The isotope effect is expected to be

largest for the half that is complete at the transition state

[24, 25]. It is considered that the transition state should be

reactant-like and product-like in the hydrogen abstraction

of AOS from MGPb when the AOS have high and low

reactivity, respectively. On the basis of the above

description on the magnitude of the isotope effect, AOS

with both high and low reactivity in the hydrogen

abstraction from MGPb may not show clear kinetic isotope

effect in the oxygen-alkali treatment of a pair of the car-

bohydrate model compounds, MGPb and a deuterated

MGPb. In this context, any AOS including generated

from Valc may have high or low reactivity toward the

hydrogens of MGPb, and consequently, no clear kinetic

isotope effect may be observed in the oxygen-alkali treat-

ment of a pair of MGPb and a deuterated MGPb, when the

number of labeled deuterium on MGPb is small. The

reactivity of should be high. The reactivity of the AOS

that is generated only from TMPh and shows a clear kinetic

isotope effect in our previous studies [6, 7] may be mod-

erate, and consequently, the transition state may lie in the

middle along the reaction coordinates. This AOS has pos-

sibly been suggested above to be the peroxyl radical (V) of

TMPh. The peroxyl radical (V) of Valc may not be pro-

duced because the combination reaction of the phenoxyl

radical of Valc (I) with O2 is suggested to be unfavorable

[14, 16–18, 21]. Thus, no AOS with moderate reactivity

may be produced from Valc.

Conclusions

A kinetic isotope effect was clearly observed when a pair

of MGPb and MGPb-allD was subjected to oxygen-alkali

treatments using TMPh or VA as the origin of AOS under

oxygen delignification conditions and to alkaline H2O2

treatments. It was confirmed that some AOS including

abstract hydrogens of MGPb regardless of the origin of

AOS, although no clear kinetic isotopes were observed in

the degradations between MGPb and MGPb-1D or

between MGPb and MGPb-2D in the oxygen-alkali treat-

ments using Valc as the origin of AOS and the alkaline

H2O2 treatments in our previous studies. Because these

results cannot easily be understandable, the appearance of

kinetic isotope effect should further be examined using

other deuterated MGPb compounds labeled at positions

other than the anomeric and C-2.
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